Longwood 6, N.C. Central 1

**Singles competition**
1. HERVAS, Amadeo (LWUM) def. CUCALON, Gabriel (NCCU) 7-6 (7-2), 6-7 (4-7), 6-4
2. KONTOPoulos, Theo (NCCU) def. UFFER, Florian (LWUM) 7-6 (9-7), 1-6, 6-4
3. BARDELLOTO, Arthur (LWUM) def. CALLEGARI, Davide (NCCU) 4-6, 6-4, 7-5
4. FARTHING, Julian (LWUM) def. BROMLEY, Sebastian (NCCU) 6-2, 6-3
5. PETRALIA, Noah (LWUM) def. CAMPBELL, Brooks (NCCU) 7-5, 6-1
6. GOMIS, Jorge (LWUM) def. JUEZ TORRES, Pablo (NCCU) 6-4, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. CUCALON, Gabriel/KONOVALOV, Maksym (NCCU) def. HERVAS, Amadeo/UFFER, Florian (LWUM) 6-4
2. BARDELLOTO, Arthur/FARTHING, Julian (LWUM) def. CALLEGARI, Davide/KONTOPoulos, Theo (NCCU) 6-3
3. GOMIS, Jorge/PETRALIA, Noah (LWUM) def. BROMLEY, Sebastian/CAMPBELL, Brooks (NCCU) 6-4

Match Notes:
Longwood 6-1
N.C. Central 2-8
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (4,2,3,1,5,6)
T-4:09 A-18